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Ram comes across an Indian student named Lakshmi who plans to become the first Indian American president of the United States , but is kept under guard by the CIA. Ram then starts learning about the United States and its culture and decides to help Lakshmi's cause and help her become president. He decides to work on her behalf as a diplomat. Plot Ram Sharma (Shah Rukh Khan) is an Indian
Army major who is asked to take up a mission in the United States to keep the country safe from India's arch-enemy Pakistan. His mission is to infiltrate a university in California called North University to join a group of Indian students named Lakshmi (Sushmita Sen) and Padma (Amrita Rao) to help them achieve their goal of becoming the first Indian American president of the United States. Ram
arrives at North University to observe the preparations for the students' upcoming commencement ceremony. Ram is introduced to the group's leader, Anthony (Sunil Shetty), who confides in him about the dangers of his mission. Anthony tells Ram that his mission is to make sure the Indian students don't reveal the secrets of their country to the enemies and to make sure the United States remains
"sane." Ram starts working on the Indian students' cause, which leads him to learn about the United States. He soon finds out that the CIA is keeping a close watch on the students. Ram is furious to find out that the CIA is involved in the students' cause and threatens to quit if something happens to Lakshmi. Ram is put in charge of a couple of Indian students who attend the university and are
undercover agents of the CIA. They give Ram a suitcase full of weapons to keep him safe from the CIA's agents, and they reveal their plans for the president of the United States. Ram is unsure about his mission, but the Indian students assure him that he will receive training and help from the CIA. They inform Ram that the students have been coached by the CIA's former director-general to be the
perfect diplomats. They also promise him that if anything happens to them, he will receive the same training that they have undergone and will succeed in their mission. Ram tries to learn as much as he can about the United States and what the CIA's objectives are, but is still unsure about the mission's objective and what he is supposed to do in the future. He soon finds out that the Indian students have
been monitoring his actions and following him at all times. Ram 82157476af
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